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Take a strategic approach to making your enterprise
more resilient and always-on
Surviving in today’s competitive business environment requires
continuous availability of your IT systems, applications and data. Your
employees, customers and business partners expect that the information,
products and services they need will be always-on — available when,
where and how they want them.

Business benefits
•

Collaborate with disaster recovery and
business continuity specialists to help you
avoid downtime in a more demanding and
complex environment

•

Apply a structured approach with the IBM
Resiliency Services Framework seven-layer
model to make your business resilient and
always-on

To better meet these demands, systems are increasingly integrated and
distributed across complex IT environments including private, public
and hybrid clouds, which can create potential vulnerabilities. Linking
more critical systems together to manage higher expectations complicates
business continuity, disaster recovery, resiliency, regulatory compliance
and security. When one link in the chain breaks or comes under attack,
the impact can ripple throughout the business. Your organization can
face revenue loss and eroded customer trust if you fail to maintain business
resiliency while rapidly adapting and responding to risks and opportunities.
IBM® Cloud Resiliency Consulting Services offers a holistic approach
to evaluate your cloud risk awareness and determine your organization’s
resilience level. IBM uses an object-oriented framework combined with
a robust enterprise-wide approach to determine resiliency readiness and
define measures to mitigate identified risks. This approach helps you
identify both cloud and traditional IT risks and vulnerabilities to
continuous business operations. It also recommends solutions to help
manage those risks, along with measures to enhance or establish your
resiliency program.
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IBM Resiliency Services Framework
Businesses in today’s digital environment cannot afford
downtime. The IBM Resiliency Services Framework is a
seven-layer model that helps your business and IT leaders
examine resiliency operations at both the physical and virtual
layers of the organization to identify risks and vulnerabilities.

As part of a detailed resiliency program, operations in each layer
of the framework must meet industry and corporate standards
for business continuity, disaster recovery, resiliency, regulatory
compliance (where required) and security. Because these layers
are interdependent, each must be examined in terms of its
ability to support the others. This approach helps your
organization promote an integrated resiliency that is built in,
not bolted on. It also can prepare you for an always-on world.

Strategy and vision

Every enterprise should have a business strategy that informs its IT strategy.
Is yours based on a digital model or consumption model that is required to be
always-on?

Organization

There is a changing demography among your users and support staff.
Is your resiliency program and policy keeping pace with organizational changes
across the enterprise?

Processes

Business processes are becoming leaner and more challenging. Are your IT
service management processes keeping pace? Are you thinking about
orchestrated resiliency as a way to focus on business process availability?

Applications

If your apps aren’t working, your customers can’t buy. Worse, will they go
elsewhere? Active-active is the new uptime.

Data

Data underpins today’s global enterprise. Is your data protected and available?
Is your data availability optimized for other business needs?

IT infrastructure

Are you evaluating which workloads to move to cloud, and do you have the proper
recovery procedures in place for hybrid cloud and traditional IT environments? Are
you designing for high availability?

Facilities

Are your data centers optimized for near-continuous availability?
Do you have an alternate work-area strategy?

Figure 1: IBM Resiliency Services Framework.
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IBM Cloud Resiliency Consulting Services
four-phase approach
Phase 1 — IBM’s consulting approach begins with Assess and
Evaluate, and includes an analysis of potential cloud-related
risks to your business, their impact and your ability to mitigate
them. IBM can diagnose the risks to your business objectives
and prescribe appropriate actions.
Phase 2 — Plan and Design looks at your current state and
helps you define the right strategy. In this phase, IBM can
also develop the corresponding resilient cloud architecture;
resiliency program; recovery and restart workflows; and run
books for business continuity, IT resiliency and enterprise
crisis management.
Phase 3 — The next step is Implementation and Test,
which validates your resiliency program, plans, procedures
and workflows for cloud-based and traditional IT environments
to identify any issues and gaps to be addressed before a disruptive
event occurs.
Phase 4 — Manage and Sustain provides a centralized
governance program for managing and maintaining a
sustainable business resiliency program. This program can
monitor current conditions to respond to risk — managing
regulatory compliance and reporting using resiliency dashboards
to demonstrate readiness and results of business investment
in resilience.
A good way to start this approach is with a consultative
discussion with IBM to measure your current resiliency program
using the framework. During this face-to-face discussion, IBM
representatives help you prioritize exposures that pose the
greatest risk to critical operations. This helps you build a
business case to implement appropriate mitigation technologies
and techniques to more effectively address your risks.
IBM’s thorough onsite risk assessment uses industry best
practices and comparisons to more quickly document findings
and recommendations for mitigating and managing IT and
operating risks that present the highest potential to interrupt
your business. The resulting action plan shows how you can
address these risks with expected business values.

Why IBM Resiliency Services?
IBM Resiliency Services can design, implement, manage and
test your resiliency solutions through every layer of the IBM
Resiliency Services Framework. Many solutions are offered
as managed services, including cloud services for resiliency
orchestration, data and application backup and availability,
server recovery, incident and crisis management workflows,
and communications. Integrating managed services into your
organization is a way to facilitate a viable and sustainable
resiliency program while allowing internal resources to focus
on the day-to-day operations of the business.
With more than 50 years’ experience in business continuity,
disaster recovery and resilience, IBM is an acknowledged
market leader and innovator in this field. IBM’s 4,000 continuity
and resiliency professionals serve over 10,000 clients. You can
find IBM’s 330+ cloud resiliency centers in 68 countries. Few
organizations operating in the resiliency arena can match
IBM’s track record, expertise, portfolio breadth and reach.

For more information
To learn more about the IBM Cloud Resiliency Consulting
Services, please contact your IBM representative or IBM
Business Partner, or visit the following website:
ibm.com/services/continuity
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